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Now you can color along with the master, Thomas Kinkade, painter of light. From luminous

lighthouses and frothy seascapes to candlelit villages and welcoming front porches, relax as you

color in this soothing atmosphere of beauty and inspiration.In this unique coloring book, sixty-three

of Thomas Kinkade&#39;s most popular paintings are presented in color across from the black line

art of the same image to be colored. Enter the world of the painter of light yourself, as you create

your own renditions of these classic artworks, including such gems as Aspen Chapel, Garden of

Prayer, and Stairway to Paradise.
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This is a beautiful coloring book filled with 63 different designs by the late Thomas Kinkade who is

also known as the Painter of Light. My husband and I own a couple of framed prints by Mr. Kinkade

and they are beautiful pieces of art that one can look at and lose themselves in.When I saw that

Posh was coming out with a coloring book based on Mr. Kinkade's artwork, I pre-ordered it sight

unseen. Sometimes that is a big risk but in this case, I am very pleased with the coloring book. The

designs themselves are well done but do lack some of the smaller details. I plan to use a variety of

markers and pencils and be able to add my own details with those.The book is so lovely to look at,

my husband took one glance, tried to make off with MY book, and finally had to order his own

because this is one that I do not intend to share.The designs are printed on the right hand side of

with the photo of the actual painting on the left hand side (i.e., opposite each other in the book.) This



will allow me to look at the photo of the real painting while I am coloring my own. It also, in effect,

has the printing of the design on one side of the page. If you don't care about the photos, you can

use markers which will bleed through the page (see my coloring medium information below.)My

silent video will show all of the pages of the book, both the designs and the photos. I will also upload

a few pages in photos to show how the book is put together.Here is what I found in this coloring

book:63 Thomas Kinkade designs with 63 color photos as well.Designs printed on one side of the

page with a photo on the back of the page.Paper is white, very slightly textured, non-perforated and

medium weight.

If you like Thomas Kinkade's airy paintings and enjoy coloring, this may be just the thing for you. A

slightly smaller format - 7" x 9 1/2" - or a little smaller than a sheet of notebook paper is made up for

by nice production details, such as the rounder page corners and heavy-weight paper. The color

reproductions are more than sufficient for the coloring guide.Two things to be aware of:-- the pages

are printed on both sides, so a coloring page has the next color reproduction on the back. The

upside is that you get a lot of reproductions and drawing pages in this book; the downside is that if

you really go wild on the previous page - lots of wet marker work or grinding those colored pencils in

there - you could buckle or engrave the reproduction on the following page.-- the coloring lines often

indicate the light-dark tones of the painting more than the actual landscape composition. If you are

planning on trying to copy Kinkade's color schemes, this will help more than hinder, but if you just

want to color in the pages without reference to the color reproduction, it's going to be confusing.

Think of a paint-by-number painting base drawing - I've attached a couple of photos to give you an

idea what I mean.If you are really, really into Kinkade, none of the paintings are identified. Some

time searching in Google images will probably get you the original information, but this is a

disappointment. The scenes are mostly countryside but there are a few city scenes in the mix.If you

want to get as close to Kinkade's original as possible, watch the textures. He always has a lot of

texture going on in his work, especially in the rainy-day scenes.
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